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CHAPl'ER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The imposition o! a social ban involving stea~ dating 
in several schools in New England, has led to nationwide 
speculation, comment, and criticism .from the uninf'ormed as 
well as the in.formed population. Publicity concerning 
this social regulation has extended .from the point o.f 
origin. across the nation, and even across the Atlantic 
Ocean. The timely discussions and treatment o.f the problem 
have led the writer to endeavor to uncover some o.f the 
e!.fects o.f this social ruling and o!.fer some recommenda-
tions a-.rte·r studying the :far reaching consequences o..f this 
curre·nt problem. 
1. The Problem 
Steadt dating has become a national topic o.f conver-
sation and even a promoter o.f "big busine.ss". National]J 
known companies are capitalizing on the steady daters. 
When boys began giving their sweaters to their steadiest 
sweater concerns did a volume business; jewelry stores 
play up this .fashion with lavish displays o:f .friendship 
rings, lockets, charm bracelets and photo-idents. On tele-
vision, there was an advertising campaign carried on by a 
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ren0wned manufacturer of watch straps and bracelets, ad-
vising the teenager how to wear his picture in the new 
photo-ident, so that all his friends would know immediate-
ly what his dating status was. Even Life magazine carried 
a writeup on the proper way to wear a pair of scatter pins 
so that everyone would know whether the wearer was avail-
able for dating. 
That the problem is an important one is undeniable, 
and home, church, and school have all offered practical 
advice to the adolescent on how to behave during this 
period of trial and error, experimentation, and confusion. 
It must be remembered however, that the adolescent is only 
a part-time adult whose primary objective at the moment 
is being :popular, which to their minds is almost synono-
mous with going steady, and they regard the average person 
who offers advice as an invruder, or an invader of their 
right to make their own decisions, and even their own mis-
takes. 
It is the problem of the writer therefore to conduct 
"An Investigation of a No Steady Dating Rule" imposed on 
the pupils of a boys and girls high school in a typical, 
Catholic urban school. 
2. Purpose of the Problem 
1- To study the specific effects of a church ruling 
on the regulation of social activities and mores 
of ap. adolescent high school group. · 
Whenever any group exerts pressure on another group, 
there are bound to be varied effects • . With the rapid 
growth of parochial schools across the country today, and 
the increased attendance at these schools, it is logical 
to assume that the Church is exerting more influence than 
ever on the education of today's youth. 
It will be the writer's endeavor to tabulate the 
3 
readily accessible informat.ion obtained from a study of 
one specific regulation and the reactions of the teenagers 
themselves to it. 
2- To be of ser~i.ce to the Church by analyzing the 
effects of the imposed regulation, and offering 
recommendations as to its further acceptance in 
view of the students own needs and desires. 
When a person realizes that a superior has the welfare 
of the individual at heart when he imposes a new regulatio 
that ruling is much easier to abide by.. If a teenager 
feels his best interests are being considered, and that 
his opinion is valuable, any sort of ruling that curbed 
his activities would have a better chance of survival. It 
is the writer's hope that the frankness of the students 
with regard to this ruling will be the be$t criterion as 
· to the workability of the regulation, and may serve as a 
guidepost to any necessary revisions or interpretations 
to achieve the greatest possible acceptance from the 
majority of the student populatio~. 
3· Procedure 
A study of the proposed prob l em involved a general 
questionnaire of one page., which was administered to all · 
the members of the boys' and girls' high school, without 
names, to obtain the greatest amount ot both valid and 
reliable information. 
Before anything was done, the writer called for a 
personal interview with the Pastor of the Parish involved 
and obtained permission for such a study to be conducted. 
Secondly • the individual principals of th.e two schools 
were consulted, and a time that was convenient in the 
school schedule was set aside for the project. 
4. Survey of Current Literature 
Many articles on the subject of steady dating, as 
well as many commentaries on the very regul ation under 
discussion. have been wri tten. 
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The· Boston Sunday Advertiser, .of May 5• 1957• carried 
an article ob the pressing problems of teenagers, one of 
which was steady dating. 
Information. a Catholic magazine, in the .May, 19~. 
issue, published a definitive article about steady dating , 
of which thousands of reprints have bee.n distr.i buted among 
churches, schools , children's and parents' organi zations. 
Reader's Digest published a reprint from Harper's 
Magazine of March, 1957, entitled "American Youth Goes 
Monogamous", the main theme of which was the effect of 
going steady on the stability of marriage. 
McCall's Magazine, in the May 1957 issue, discussed 
the moral hazards involved in this "teenage version of 
matrimony", as they called going steady. 
One of the largest spreads in magazines was in the 
September 9t 1957 issue of Life, which was a debate about 
going. steady. 
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Since this subject has received nationwide pub.licity, 
and since the amount of material publishedhas been-tre-
mendous, the writer felt tha~ a statistical study could 
be quite valuable at this time. 
5. Introduction to the Remaining Chapters 
In chapter two, the actual ruleis quoted from the 
original do.eum.ent as i ~ was presented to the students -and 
their parents before it was put into effect in the Fall of 
1956. Some ot the comments and criticisms concerning such 
a study are included with an analysis of the problem of 
collecting the .actual data. 
While this particular ac.ti.on received much publicity, 
similar actions, som-e with more severe and drastic conse-
quences have been taken in various parts of the country. 
Some schools have expelled students for e.oming to 
class in dungarees; others have forbidden the. "Elvis 
Pr~sley haircuts~. Parochial schools have regulated the 
attire of their students for many years. 
Most everyone will agree that steady dating at an 
early age is a serious problem. Sinee schools are taking 
over more and more of .the duties of the home, and .since 
the ·li!odern educator recognizes the needto see the. pupil 
.--: :_ 
as an in~egrated whole, guidance and the regulation. of 
· .. -· - -r:! • 
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social activities might be considered someday as a functioi 
of the school. 
Chapter three is composed mainly of the tables that 
were formulated from the data obtained. Since it was 
felt there might be considerable variations between the 
attitudes of the boys .and · those of the girls; the tables 
were set up accordingly • . The results were tabulated 
according to classes., and the answers were put in two 
columns; the first ,giving actual counts, and the second 
showing percentages. 
Specific summaries and conclusions are drawn for 
each table and an introduction i .s given to show the 
purpose for the table that fo.llows •. 
Cross relationshi.ps have been analyzed and general,. 
inadequacies, such as questions that might have been asked, 
have been noted. 
? 
Chapter four is concerned with the general conclusionf 
and the immediate trends that are indicated by the study. 
The writer has also indicated se.veral possibilities for 
further study of this timely topic, 
Many of the. students .-took. advantage o£ the. opportuni t: 
to express their feelings and wrote comments at .the. e-nd 
of the questionnaire. The writer has in~luded some of 
these with .the hope that they will be va~uable . t.o the 
administration involved in judging the efficacy of the 
imposed ban. 
CHAPTER II 
JUSTIFICATION OF THE PROBLEM 
The actual rule as it was sent out from the school 
stated that any boy or girl who is going steady will not 
be allowed to hold office in any student organization, or 
to hold any position of leadership or of homor in the 
Boys' or Girls' high school. 
In undertaking this study, there was considerable 
discussion among friends and acquaintances of the author. 
There was a universal opinion that such a study would be 
valuable, in view of the widespread publicity on the 
subject, but there were mixed feelings about attempting 
such a study. Some educators felt permission might not 
be granted to conduct such a personal study; others felt 
it •might be difficult to obtain a true picture from the 
students; still others thought it might pose a threat to 
the administration trying to enforce the ruling. There 
were many others, however, who were encouraging to the 
author, since such a study would provide valuable infor-
mation to the administration, and should give a more 
valid indication as to the success of the ruling. It is 
hoped that this study will provide a more sound basis for 
discussion of this problem than the speculation has 
-8-
afforded heretofore. 
The problem of steady dating has been discussed in 
subways, dining rooms' classpooms ., and corridors. Parents 
and teachers alike have thrown up their hands in despair, 
and have left much of the worrying to someone else. Such 
a problem needed. mo.re . than the gossip . of those who . were 
oblivious to what was .happening, and more than the for-
bidding of those who knew what was happening and were 
trying to do something about it. 
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The author felt if it could. be proved such a rule 
could be enforced-- if there were some wa:y to measure the 
changes in attitudes of those involved- if the ones -who 
were enforcing the ruling really knew the feelings of the 
group- not by a show of hands at a formal meeting, or even 
by lunchroom chatter at an informal discussion~ but. from 
calculated facts, obtained from the teenagers themselves, 
they would be in a position to make any necessary -adjust-
ments in the ruling to bring about more conformity, if 
such was . found to b.e necessary. 
It was the purpose of the author, also~ . . in carrying 
out this study, to be of service to a system that :provided 
the greatest service possible- a well rounded educ-ation, 
a multitude ()f happy memories, a handful of close f'riends, 
and a healthy outlook on life: a good preparation for this 
worl.d we live in. It is sincerely hoped that this study 
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will be useful to the administration as it tries to cope 
with the serious problems involved in "going steady". 
It was not easy to collect this data. There · were 
many problems involved in the formulating of the question-
naire, before it could be considered useful. First, it 
had to be short, for there were a great many to be given. 
It had to be thorough. The questions had to be clear and 
concise. It had to reflect attitudes as well as facts. 
It had to be tactful. Last of all, it had to be easy 
to administer. 
Although the questionnaire had been written many 
times, and it seemfid satisfactory, there .were. sever a l 
questions that came to mind after it had been given. 
The form . had to b e given to a . sufficient number 
· · ·t.o be s ignificant. It had to . be given to both boys and 
gi~ls i n the same situation. It could not pose a threat 
t o the administration, or to the student. It had to be 
protective, yet enlightening. 
A time had to be set for the convenience of the 
school and the . faculty. Permissions had . to be obtaj_ned 
and explanations given as to why-this particular school 
was>elected as the object of study. 
I was most fortunate in having a cooperative, .educa-
tional minded, interested . administration which meant a· 
great deal in completing this study. 
ll 
The questionaires were passed out to 539 boys and 
431 girls in a four year high school.. With each, was an 
envelope so that the student could write freely, then seal 
the form in the plain envelope. The girls signed their 
forms, in case a further interview was desired, but it 
was decided not to ask for the boys names, as the adminis-
tration in that school, felt the boys might be reluctant 
-
to release such personal information. Since candid opiniol s; 
were of paramount importance, it was decided to· leave the 
boys forms blank, and note whether or not there was any 




PRESENTATION OF DATA 
Table 1 
Question 1 
Were you going steady when this ban was announced? 
Yes ~ No % 
Boys 
Seni~rs •••••••••••••••••• 19 20 77 80 
Juniors •••••••••••••••••• 27 20 10? 80 
Sophomores ••••••••••••••• 32 20 125 80 
Freshmen ••••••••••••••••• 28 18 124 82 
Total •••••••••••••••••••• 106 -zo 433 80 
Girls 
Seniors •••••••••••••••••• 26 31 58 69 
Juniors •••••••••••••••••• 21 23 71 77 
Sophomores ••••••••••••••• 20 10 96 90 
Freshmen ••••••••••••••••• 14 10 125 90 
Total •••••••••••••••••••• 81 19 350 81 
Grand Total •••••••••••••••••• 18? 19 ?83 81 
Table one shows that only nineteen percent of the 
entire school population was going steady at the time 
this ban was announced. The total percentages were al-
most identical in the boys' and girls' high school, but 
the distribution was more even am~ng the boys. The high-
est percentage was found in the senior class of girls. 
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Question two was asked to determine the percent of 
increase or decrease in steady dating, six months after 
the ban was announced. 
Table 2 
Question 2 
Do you go steady now? 
Yes ~ 
Boys 
. . ' 
Seniors•••••••••••••••••~ 24 25 
Juniors ••• ,,, •• , ••••• ·, ••• 24 19 
Sophomores ••••••• , •••••• 19 l2 
F·reshm.en .... ........ . ..... 1? 11. 
Total •••••••••••••••••••• 64 16 
Girls .. 
Seniors, •••••• , •• , ••• , •• i 18 20 -
Juniors ••••• , ••.• , ••••••• i .. ;: 9 10 
Sophomores., ••• , •••••••• ~ 5 3 
Freshmen ••• ~ •·••••••••••• 3 2 
Total ••••••••••••••••••• ~ 35 8 













While table two shows a drop in the percentage of 
the total student body going steady, it also shows an 
increased rate in the senior class of the boys' high. Thi 
relationship will be . analyzed in a later table.. The. 
great.est percentages still. steady dating are found in the 
upper classes, while the greatest conformity appears to be 
among the two lower classes. The greatest degree ot 
acceptance appears to be in the girls' high, in which 
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ninety three percent of the enrollment claim they do not 
go steady. 
Questions three and .fo.ur were asked to determine the 
differences, if any, between public and private attitudes 
in answering such a personal questionnaire. 
Table 3 
Question 3 
If yes, would you be willing to . admit this publicly? 
Yes % No % 
Boys 
Seniors •••••••••••••••••• 53 77 16 23 
Juniors •••••••••••••••••• 74 80 ~9 20 
Sophomores ••••••••••••••• 76 67 37 33 
Freshmen ••••••••• .•••••••• 53 64 30 36 
Total •••••••••••••••••••• 256 72 102 ~ts 
Girls 
Seniors ••••••••••••••• , •• 31 65 17 35 
Juniors •••••••••••••••••• 28 59 19 41 
Sophomores., • , ••••••••.• , • 34 64 19 36 
Freshmen •••••••••••••••• , 66 ?3 24 27 
Total •••••••••••••••••••• 159 67 79 33 
Grand Total •••••••••••••••••• 415 70 181 30 
Of the. 596 students who answered question three, 
it is interesting to note that seventy percent of the 
group would publicly admit to steady dating. . It is. also 
interesting to note the distribution of these percentages. 
The highest percentages were found in the senior and· 
junior class in the boys' school, but in the freshman 
.. 
class in the girls's school. 
Table 4 
Question 4-
I£ not, would you be willing to admit this privately? 
Yes % .No % 
Boys 
' . 
Seniors •••••••••••••••••• 58 88 8 12 
Juniors ... . ........... ..... ?8 82 1? 18 
Sophomores ••••••••••••••• 94 81 22 19 
Freshm.en ••••••••••••••••• 58 ?3 21 2? 
Total •••••••••••••••••••• ~tsts ts~ bts ~9 
Girls 
Seniors •••••••••••••••••• 51 91 5 9 
Juniors .•.••••••••••••• , ••• 43 ?8 12 22 
Sophomores •••.•••••••••••• 60 87 9 13 
Freshmen ••••••••••.••••••• 103 95 5 5 
Total•••••••••••••••••••• 257 89 31 ~l 
Grand Total •••••••••••••••••• 545 85 99 15 
Table four shows that eighty five :percent of the· 
s.tudent body would be willing to admit privately to going 
steady. Only twelve :percent of the senior class of boys 
would hesitate to admit that they go steady, even privatel 
but twenty seven percent of the :freshmen boys would rather 
not divulge the information. Only five percent of the 
freshmen class in the girls' school would decline to. re-
lease this information, and only nine percent of the senio , 
but twenty two :percent of the juniors in the girls' school 
would still :prefer to keep silent. 
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Question five was asked. to determine whether or not 
the students approved of this regulation when it was put 
into effect. The writer attempted to find out the degree 
of disapproval present by asking those who did not approve, 
to fill in question seven. 
Table 5 
Question 5 
Did you approve of this ban? 
Yes % No 
Boys 
Seniors •.•• , , ••••••••.••••• 41 45 50 
Juniors •••••••••••••••••• 47 39 75 
Sophomores •••••••••••••• , 89 61 56 
Freshmen ••••••••••••••••• 92 63 55 
Total •••••••••••..••••.•• 1269 53 236 
Girls 
Seniors •••••••••••••••••• 55 69 25 
Juniors ••• • •.••••••••••••• 52 60 35 
Sophomores ••••••••••••••• 65 60 44 
Freshmen •••••••••••••• •· •• 101 73 38 
Total •••••••••••••••••••• 273 . 66 142 












The approval was much higher in the girls' school 
than in the boys'• but was surprising to note that more 
than half the whole student body approved this ban, or 
Sf!id they did. The seniors and j.uniors in the boys • high 
indicated the most disapproval, with ~ifty five per cent 
and sixty one per cent respectively; but the sophomore.s~ 
1? 
and juniors in the girls' high each had forty per cent of 
the class who registered disapproval. 
Table 6 
Question 6 
Did your parents approve of it? 
Yes % · No % 
Boys 
Seniors, ••••••••••••••••• ?5 82 16 18 
Juniors •••••••••••••••••• 106 86 1? 14 
Sophomores ••••••••••• , ••• 128 88 17 12 
Freshmen ................ ... 125 86 21 14 
Total •••••••••••••••••••• 4:?4 86 ?T T4 
Girls 
Seniors.,,, ............... 66 85 12 15 
Juniors ••• , •••••••••••••• ?7 85 14 15 
Sophomores., , .............. 99 91 10 9 
Freshmen •••••••••••.•••••• 128 94 8 6~ 
Total •••••.••••••••••••••• -3?0 89 44 l~ 
Grand Total •••••••••••••••••• 804 87 115 1:? 
In order to be able to draw any conclusi.ons as to 
the effects of the ban, it was felt it would v.e beneficial 
to know how the. parents felt, if possible. Fifty one 
students did not answer this question, but of the 919 
who did, only thirteen percent of the school felt their 
parents did not approve of the regulation. The highest 
percentages of disa~proval, in both high schools, came 
from the senior class. It was the author's intent to 
determine, if possible, the degree to. which these 115 
parents objected. Those who answered "no" to question 




If you did not approve, was your disapproval a,b,c, or d? 
a % b % " c % d % 
Boys 
Seniors ••••••••••••• 0 0 9 18 8 16 33 66 
Juniors ••••••••••••• 0 0 . 16 22 13 17 46 61 
Sophomores •••••••••• 2 3 14 25 24 43 16 29 
Freshmen •••••••••••• 3 5 5 9 17 31 30 55 
Total ••••.••••.••••• 5 2 44 19 b2 2b 1125 53 
Girls 
Seniors ••••••••••••• 0 0 4 16 14 56 7 28 
Juniors ••••••••••••• 0 0 7 20 14 40 14 40 
Sophomores ••••••• , •• 1 . 2 11 25 18 41 14 32 
Freshmen •••••••••••• 0 0 5 13 14 37 19 50 
Total ••••••••••••••• 1 1 27 19 60 42 54 38 
Grand Total •••••••••••• 6 2 71 I 19 122 32 1?9 4'7-
Five boys and one girl checked "a" or thought the 
ban was a"terrible thing". Forty four boys and twenty 
seven girls cll.ecked "b":, or said they didn't like it. 
Sixty two boys and sixty girls checked "c", or said it 
isn't too bad. One hundred twenty five boys and fifty 
four gi;t>ls checked "d" , or thought the schoo.l had no 
right to make this regula"tion. While this figure seems 
quite large, it only represents 378 students, as opposed 




If your :parents did not approve, was their disapproval a,b, ,d? 
~erj' strong average slight uncerta~n 
a % b %' c '% d % 
Boys 
Seniors ••••• 0 0 6 38 3 19 7 43 
Juniors ••••• ·5 29 3 18 3 18 6 35 
Sophomores.~ 1 6 5 29 6 36 5 29 
Freshmen •••• 2 10 3 14 8 38 a 38 
Total •••••.•• 8 ~~ 17 ~4 ~0 ~~ ~6 ~7 
Girls 
.. ' 
Seniors ••••• 0 0 6 50 4 33 2 .. 1? 
Juniors ••• , . 1 ? 7 50 4 29 2 14 
Sophomores. 2 20 5 50 1 10 2 20 
Freshmen ••• . 2 25 3 38 1 12 2 25 
Total •••••• 5 ~~ 2~ 48 10 23 '8 18 
Grand Total •••• 13 11 38 33 30 26 34 30 
O:f the 115 parents who did not approve the ban, 
only eleven percent expressed a very strong feeling, 
thiry three percent felt an ttaverage" amount of disapprova 
twenty six percent expressed only a slight disapproval, an 
thirty percent were uncertain. The parental .disapproval 
of the regulation was greater in the boys' school than 
in the girls'. 
When question nine was asked, it was. mainly for the 
purpose of a followup study, if so desired. It was also 
given to see whether or not there was any comparison 
between these answeFs and those on public and private 
attitudes, as indicated in questions three and four. 
Table 9 
Question 9 
Would you be willing to complete an interview with me, 
outside of school? 
Yes % No ~ 
Boys . . .. 
Seniors.,,,.; •••••••••• ,. 60 71 25 29 
Juniors •••••• ·•· ••••••••••• 83 68 39 32. 
Sophomores •• ~···••••••••• 88 59 60 41 
Freshmen ••••••••••••••••• 87 63 52 37 
Total •••••••••••••.•••••• 318 64 176 36 
Girls . . 
Se~iors ••••••••••••• ,, ••• 60 77 18 23 
Juniors •••••••••••••••••• 68 76 22 24 
Sophomores., •• , ••••••••• , 88 81 21 19 
Freshmen ••••••••••••••••• 108 80 2? 20 
Total •••••••••••••••••••• 324 79 88 G!J. 
Grand Total ••••••••••••.•.••• 642 71 264 29 
More than half the boys in the school, or sixty four 
percent, were willing to talk with me further on this 
problem, with the highest percentages in the senior class. 
Almost three fourths of the girls, or seventy nine percent 
/ 
were willing, and even comment.ed they :would like to com-
plete an interview. Only sixty four persons failed to 
answer this question at all. 
Questions ten and eleven, concerning the age and 
grade of the student were asked to see if the group was 
an average group. There were no significant deviations 
from the normal age range in each class. 
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Question twelve was asked to see whether ornot there 
were any students in the school of another faith. There 
were none. 
Question thirteen was asked to see if there had been 
any change in attitude since the rule went into effect 
six months previous. as far as the feelings of those 
involved were concerned. 
It was felt that it would be valuable information 
to have any changes in attitudes of the parents in the 
six months the regulation had been in effect. It would 
have been more helpful to know why attitudes. had changed, 
for better or worse, but such information was beyond the 
scope of a one page questionnaire. Question fourteen 
therefore is c0ncerned with the attitudes of the, parents. 
A more definitive question might have been asked .to make 
the information more explicit- or at least another cate-





Has your attitude changed in the six months this rule has 
been in effect? 
"worse than ever" "no change 11 11maY work" 
% % 
Boys 
Seniors, ••••• 1 1 63 68 29 31 
Juniors •••••• 5 4 93 73 29 23 
SophomoreJ;~ ••• 'i 5 98 65 45 30 
Freshmen ...... 5 4 77 56 56 40 
Total •••••••• 
Gi.rls 
Senior~····•· . 0 0 59 70 25 30 
Juniors •••••• . 2. 2. 55 61 34 37 
Sophomones ••• 3 3 67 59 43 38 
Freshmen ••••• 6 5 63 46 67 49 
Total •••••••• 3 
Grand Total •••••• 29 3 575 62 328 35 
According to table ten, sixty two percent of the 
entire student body have felt no change in attitude since 
the ban went into effect; thirty five percent of the 
school feels it may work; and only three percent of the 
student enrollment feels it is worse than ever. It is 
interesting to note that .of the few who feel it is worse, 




Has your parents' attitude changed in ~his time? 
Boys 
Seniors ••••••••••••••• 1 1 63 70 26 29 
Juniors ••••••• .•••••••• 1 1 94 77 27 22 
Sophomores •••••••••••• 6 4 98 67 43 29 
Freshmen ••••••• .••••••.• 2 2 77 58 53 40 
Total ••••••••••••••••• 
Girls 
Seniors ••••••••••• , ••• 0 0 61. 77 18 23 
Juniors ••••••••••••••• 3 3 58 67 26 30 
Sophomores •••••••••••• 1 1 51 51 48 48 
Freshmen •••••••••••••• 3 2 76 56 58 42 
Total •••••••••••.••••• 
. ' . . ' 
Grand Total.. •-••.••••••••••• 17 2 578 65 299 33 
Of the 894 answers, only two percent of the parents 
thought it was worse, according to their children; sixty 
five percent felt no changet and thirty three percent of 
them felt it might work. 
The percentages were pretty evenly distributed, and 
it could be noted that none of the parents of the seniors 
in the girls' high school thought the ban was any worse 
after six months trial. 
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In setting up this questionnaire., the author .felt it 
would be important to know, not only whether the pupils 
approved the rule or not, but b,ow they .felt about keeping 
the rule permanently in the school. 
Table 12 
Question 15 
Would you r ecommend keeping this rule in your own school? 
Yes % No % 
Boys 
Seniors • •.•••••••••••••••• 42 45 51 55 
Juniors ............... . • •••• 55 43 ?3 57 Sophomorf;ls •••••••••.•••••• 90 59 62 41 
Freshmen ••••••••••••••••• 88 62 53 38 
Total ..................... t:!.~/5 1:!.,9 46 
Girls 
Seniors., • •• ,,,., •••••••• 58 ?1 24 29 
Juniors · ...... ,., ••••• , ••• , 59 64 33 36 
Sophomores •••••• , ••••••• , 63 58 46 42 
Freshmen ••••••••••••••••• 92 66 4? 34 
Total •••••••••••••.•••••• 1272 64 150 ~ 
Grand Total •••••••••••••••••• 54? 58 389 42 
This table shows that a . little more than half the 
student body would recommend keeping this ruling in e:f'f"ect 
a.fter they graduate. The greatest veto · came from .the two 
upper classes among the boys, but from t .he sophomore class 
1n the girls' high. In order to find out whether they 
thought this ruling would work as well in other schools, 
question sixteen was asked. 
Table 13 
Question 16 
Would you recommend it for other schools? 
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Of the 914 who answered thie question, a little more 
than half would recommend this . rule for othe.r schools. 
Many of the forty three percent who would not recommend 
it were most candid in offering their reasons as to why 
this would not be feasable. 
Question seventeen was asked to · see if anyone objectee 
to .this type of questionnaire. Five persons, out of the 
9?0 who started the form, did not finish, and gave as 
their explanation as to why they didn't- "personal reasons'. 
~-· - --------- --
Table 14 
Conditions for Admission of Dating Status 
in percents 
-' - -
T.llose wno !lad gone T.llose wno .llad gone T.llose wno nad not 
_ steady and stopped steady and continued ·• gone steady but st_e rted 
Boys 
Seniors •••••••••• 7 43 43 0 4 12 75 25 0 0 12 83 17 0 0 
Juniors •••••••••• 15 60 215 7 7 12 75 8 17 0 12 ~00 0 0 0 
Sophomores ••••••• 17 24 53 0 23 15 73 13 7 7 4 ~oo 0 0 0 
Freshmen ••••••••• 18 28 17 11 44 10 70 20 10 0 7 57 14 14 14 
Total •••••••••••• 57 37 33 5 25 49 73 17 8 2 35 85 9 3 3 
Girls 
Seniors •••••••••• 13 31" 54 0 15 13 77 23 0 0 5 60 20 0 20 
Juniors •••••••••• 15 47 33 7 13 6 83 0 0 ]7 3 33 67 0 0 
Sophomores ••••••• 19 42 26 16 JJ6 1 0 ~00 0 0 4 50 25 0 25 
Freshmen ••••••••• 11 73 18 0 9 3 67 33 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total •••••••••••• 58 47 33 7 13 23 74 22 0 4 12 50 33 0 17 
--
Grand Total •••••• ~ ••• 115 42 33 6 19 72 74 18 6 2 47 77 15 2 6 
To- Ad- Ad- will no To- Ad- Ad- will no To- Ad- Ad- will nc 
tal mit mit not ans. tal mit m;i..t not ans. tal mit mit not ax 3. 
#of pub -pri- ad- #of pub ~pr:i:- ad- #of pub i-p!'i- ad-
stu- lie- vatE -mii stu lie 1-vate -mii stu lie vate -mi1 




According to the questionnaire, 181. out of 970 
students were steady daters. Of this number, 115 stopped 
dating after the ban was put into effect. 72 students 
continued to go steady in spite of the new regulation, and 
47 additional students began to go steady after the ban 
was announced. Although these numbers may seem high, 
only twelve percent of the entire student body was dating 
steadily after the ban was in effect for six months. 
When questionned as to whether or not these particular 
students would be willing to indicate their dating status, 
109 of the 119 who are still steady dating would admit 
it; 5 would not admit it, even in private, and 5 would 
not answer the question. 
It is interesting to note that one hundred percent 
of the senior boys and girls who continued to go steady 
after the ban was promulgated, will admit it. It is 
also interesting to note that one hundred percent of the 
boys who began to go steady after the ban was put into 
effect will admit it, except for the freshman class. 
Only ninety two percent of the girls in the same situation 
will admit it. 
Table fifteen is set up to show the actual numbers 
of students in the school who were affected by the ban. 
It does not include the students who were not going steady 
and still do not. 
Table 15 
Dating status before and after ban was promulgated 
. . . ' . 
. . 
. . . . ~ .. . . 
Boys 
Seniors~.~ •• ~ •• 19 7 12 24 24 
Juniors.~.~~.~~ 27 15 12 24 22 
Sophomores ••••• 32 17 4 19 17 
Freshmen••···~~ 28 18 7 17 14 
Total •••.••••••• 106 57 35 84 77 
. . 
Girls 
Seniore •••••••• 26 13 5 18 17 
Juniors~.~~ •••• 21 15 3 9 8 
Sophomores ••••• 20 19 4 5 4 
Freshmen ••••••• 14 11 0 3 3 
Total •••••••••• 81 58 12 35 32 
Grand Total ••••.•••• • 187 115 47 119 109 
' 
went stopped started still will 


















Although 851 students claim they were steady dating, 
six months after the ban was promulgated, the author felt 
it would be important to know the feelings of the 119, or 
twelve percent who were dating after ·~he ban. The author 
also felt it might be worthwhile to include the feelings 
of the 115 students who were going steady and stopped. 
The most important things to be analyzed, with re-
gard to these groups were: 
1- Did they approve the ban? 
2- Did their parents approve it? 
3- Would they recommend it be kept in their school? 
4- Would they recommend it for other schools? 
Tables sixteen through nineteen were set up to show the 
actual numbers, and the percents ., of those who answered. 
Of the 115 people who were · dating steady wb.en the ban 
was announced, and then stopped, 108 answered the question 
about their approval; of the 72 who were dating, and con-
tinued after the ban, 68 answered the question; of the 47 
who began to go steady after the ban, 45 answered the 
question. Even though the last group was not dating at th 
time of the ban, they were dating steady at the time of ~e 
questionnaire, therefore were actively concerned with the 
question of approval. There waw a large number who were 
not dating at the time of the ban, nor six months later-
to these people, the question might be considered an 
academic question. Their answers are included only. in the 
general question as shown in table 5• not in the analysis 
Table 16 
Did you approve this ban? 
Were going steady- Were going steady-
Boys stooped continued 
Seniors ••••• 7 3 43 4 57 12 2 16 10 84 
Juniors ••••• 13 4 30 9 70 ll 3 27 8 73 
Sophomores •• 17 8 47 9 53 15 2 13 13 87 
Freshmen •••• 17 8 47 9 53 10 1 10 9 90 
Total ••••••• 54 23 44 31 56 48 8 17 40 83 
Girls 
Seniors ••••• 12 8 67 4 33 11 3 27 8 73 
Juniors ••••• 14 4 29 10 71 5 0 0 5 100 
Sophomores •• 18 5 28 13 72 1 0 0 1 100 
Fr.eshmelil. •••• 10 3 30 7 70 3 0 0 3 100 
Total ••••••• 54 20 37 34 63 20 3- 15 17 85 
Grand Total ••••• Jl08l43 I 40 65 60 68 11 16 57 84 
To-1 Yesl % No % To- Yes % No % 
tal tal 
Were not going steady-
started 
11 3 27 8 73 
12 3 25 9 75 
4 0 0 4 100 
7 2 30 5 70 
34 8 24 26 76 
5 I 20 4 80 
3 1 33 2 67 
3 1 33 2 · 67 
0 0 0 0 0 
11 3 27 8 73 
45 11 24 34 76 





Did your parents approve it? 
- - - - . - Were .going steady- 'vere .going steady .. 
· stopped · cnntinued Boys•••••••••••• 
· 6 · 5 83 1 17 12 4 33 8 67 Seniors ••••• 
-Juniors ••••• 15 12 80 3 20 11 6 55 5 45 Sophomores •• 16 15 94 1 6 14 8 57 6 43 Freshmen •••• 18 14 78 4 22.:: 10 6 60 4 40 
Total ••••••• 55 46 84 9 16 47 24 51 23 49 
Girls •• ,,,, ••••• 
Seniors ••••• 12 11 92 1 8 12 5 42 7 "58 Juniors ••••• 15 11 73 4 27 5 2 40 3 60 Sophomores •• 17 17 100 0 0 1 1 ~00 0 0 Freshmen •••• · 11 10 91 1 9 2. 1 50 1 50 
Total ••••••• 55 49 89 6 11 20 9 45 11 55 
Grand Total ••••• 110 95 86 15 14 67 33 49 34 51 
To- Yef % No ~ To-t Yes fo" No 1o 
tal tal · 
~---
Vlere not go.ing steady -
started ; 
11 9 82 2. 18 
12 11 92 1 8 
3 2 67 1 33 
7 6 86 1 14 
33 28 85 5 15 
5 2 40 3 60 ;:: 2 67 1 33 
3 3 100 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
11 7 64 4 36 
44 35 80 9 20 
To- Yef 1o No % 
tal 
\Ill .· 
.,..., .. ; 
- ·· 
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Table 16 shows that in all groups, regardless. of 
their dating status, more people d~sapproved the ban than 
approved it. As might be expected, the greatest disapprova 
was found in the group that continued to go steady after 
the ban was established, and in the group that began to go 
steady after the ban. Forty four percent of the boys 
who stopped going steady, approved the ban; as did thirty 
seven percent of the girls. Seventeen percent of the boys 
who continued to go steady, des~ite the ban, approved it; 
as did fifteen percent of the girls. Twenty four percent 
of the boys who began to go steady after the ban, approved 
it; as did twenty seven percent of the girls. 
Table 17 shows that of the group that stopped going 
steady, eighty six percent of the parents approved the ban. 
Of the group that continued to go steady, less than half 
the parents approved the ban. Of the group that began to 
go steady after the ban, eighty percent of the parents 
were in favor of the ban. It is obvious that the parents 
play an important part in the success of this social 
regulation. Even though parental approval of the ban has 
not stopped this last group of students from going steady, 
this group only represents five percent of the entire 
student body. 
Tables 18 and 19 show whether or not these students 
recommend this ban in their own, or in other schools. 
Table 18 
Would you recommend this rule for your own school? 
Were going steady- Were .going steady- Were not going steady-
Boys stotmed continued started 
Seniors •••••• 7 4 57 3 43 
i i~ 2 r1s li 82 11 4 36 7 64 Juniors •••••• l5 7 47 8 53 1 8 92 10 . 2 20 8 80 
Sophomores ••• l7 9 535 8 47 14 3 2~ 11 79 4 1 25 3 75:~ 
Freshmen ••••• l7 J.O 59 7 41 9 2: 22 7 78 6 2 : 33 4 67 
Total ••• · ••••• 56 30 54 26 46 46 8 17 38 83 31 9 ag 22 71 
Girls 
Seniors •••••• l3 10 77 ; - 23 13 9 70 4 30 5 0 0 5 100 
Juniors. ~ •· • .- .15 9 60 6 40" 6 0 0 6 100 3 1 33 . 2 67/ 
Sophomores ••• l8 T 39 11 61 0 0 0 0 0 4 3 75 1 25 
Freshmen ••••• ll 3 27 8 73 3 1 33 2 67 0 0 0 0 0 
Total •••••••• 57 29 51 28 49 22 10 45 12 55 12 4 33 8 67 
Grand Total ••••• ll3. ' 5--9 52:: 54 48 68 18 26 50 74 43' lyi ;o ~ m 
To- Yes % No % To .. Yef % No % To- Yes % No % 
tal ta:: tal 
---- -- - - - --~ -




would you recommend this ruling for other schools? 
We.re going steady- . Were going steady- Vlere not .going steady-
Boys stop· Jed continueo started 
' Seniors ••••• 7 ;~ e 29 ~r 1tl 11 .:,2 1e 9 :. 82 11 2 18 9 82 ~ 
Juniors •••• ~ 14 5 36 9 64 12 . 1 8 11 92 10 1 10 9 90 
Sophomores~. 15 10 67 5. 33' 14 4: 29' 10 71 4 0 0 4 100 
Freshmen•••• 17 8 41 9 -53 .. .g, 2 22 7 78 . 6 1 17 5 83 
.. 
Total ••••••• 53 25 47 28 53 46 9 19 37 81 31 4 13 27 87 
Girls .. 
.< 
Seniors ••••• 13 10 77 3 23' lJ3 9 70 4 30 5 0 0 5 100 
Juniors· ;' ~ •• • 14 7 50 7 50 6 0 0 6 100 . 3 · 1 •33 . 2 67 
Sophomores •• 18 8 44 10 56 0 0 0 0 0 4 2 50 2 50 
Freshmen •••• lil: 4 36 7 64 3 1 33 2 67 0 0 0 0 0 
Total ••••••• 56 29 52 27 48 22 10 45 12 55 12 3 2:5 9 75 
Grand Total ••••• !l09 54 50 55 50 68 19 2:-8 49 72?. 43 7 16 36 84 
tRI Yes % No % tRI Yes % No ·% tRI Yes % No % 
VI 
*' 
Table 18 and table 19 show that 52 % of those who 
were dating steady, and stopped after the ban, would 
recommend it be kept in their own school; 50 % of them 
would also recommend it for other schools. 
Twenty six percent of those who continued to go 
steady, despite the ban, recommend it be kept in their 
own school; twenty eight percent recommend it for other 
schools. 
Of the group that began to go steady after the ban 
was promulgated, thirty percent would recommend it for 
their own school; sixteeh percent would also recommend 
it for other schools. 
In order to reflect the attitudes of the teenagers 
and their parents more easily, a cumulative chart was 
set up in the form of a bar graph. Each bar represents 
the percentage of the students who answered the 
question under each set. 
It should be very helpful to the administration, of 
this school and of others, to know what the prevailing 
attitude is among the teenage student body concerning 
the regulation on steady dating. Since these percentages 
were derived from a systematic, statistical study, any 
conclusions drawn might be considered typical of the 
average Catholic student in a small parochial high school. 
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Plate one indicates the reactions of the students and 
their parents to the ban, six months after it w~s enforced. 
These attitudes were graphed to show the varied reactions 
in the three groups most affected by the rule. 
Group one had 115 students who had been going steady 
and stopped. All but eight percent of them would admit 
this, publicly, or privately at least. Only forty percent 
of them approved the ban, but since eighty six percent of 
their parents favored it, it is possible that some parental 
influence was exerted. Fifty two percent recommend it be 
kept in their school, and fifty percent recommend it for 
other schools. 
Group two had 72 students who continued to go steady 
despite the ban. All but four percent would admit this. 
Only sixteen percent approved it, but their parents were 
about evenly divided in their opinion. 
Group three had 47 students who began to go steady 
after the ban. All but two percent would admit this. Only 
twenty four percent approved it, but their parents were 
strongly in favor of it. This did not deter their actions, 
however. Only thirty percent recommend it for their school 
and sixteen percent recommend it for other schools. 
These results compare favorably with some major sta-
tistical studies carried out by H.H. Remmer~of Purdue u. 
_y'H.H. Remmers, ·".Teenage Attitudes", Scientific American 
T June, 1958) 198:25-29 
CHAPTER IV 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of this study was to determine the 
effects of a social regulation on the behavior of the 
students ima small Catholic high school. 
A one page questionnaire was constructed and admin-
istered to 539 boys and 431 girls, after the necessary 
permissions were obtained. A plain envelope was distrib-
uted with each form so that the student might feel more 
free to release the personal information that was being 
sought. That a feeling of confidence and a desire to 
cooperate was established, was obvious from the nature of 
the replies received. 
The boys' and girls' high school are on the same 
grounds, and are supervised by the same administrator, 
but they have separate faculties and principals. 
It is hoped that the analysis of the specific data 
obtained from the questionnaire will be helpful to the 
administration in determining the workabilit~ of their 
ruling, and will lead to some further study of this 
timely subject • 
. • :. 
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From table one , the most obvious conclusion is that 
more boys went steady than girls as a whole. However, 
there was a much higher percentage of junior. and senior 
girls going steady- than there were boys in the same class • 
• From table two, we see a df'OP in the total percentage 
bf the school going stea~ six months after. the ban -was 
put into effect. However, there is an increase in· per-
centage in the senior class of the boys' high. The total 
drop seems to indicate an acceptance of the ban·; the drop 
in all classes in the girls' school may mean that girls . 
are more willing to accept social legislati.on than boys; 
the increase among the seniGr boys may indicate . a feeling 
of rebellion, or assertion. In order to· .make a more 
sound conclusion, these two tables were analyzeO. as to 
their cross relationships, and broken down ·into several 
groups: 
1- those who were not going steady. at the time of 
the ban, and who were not, six months later-
2- those who were not going stead;r at the time of the 
ban, but who started after the. ban was effected-
3- those who were going steady. at the time of the 
ban., but stopped when the ban was. promulgated-
4- those who were going steady at the time of the 
ban, and . continued despite this ruling. 
According to table three, seventy percent of the 
student body would be willing. to admit publicly to steady 
dating, but since some of those who answered were not datin~ 
at the timet a more valid conclusion can be drawn if the 
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answers of the groups are tabulated separately, since 
they are the ones who actually were, or are, dating steady. 
According to table fourteen, there is a difference 
in attitude as to public or private admission of their 
dating status. 
Of the group who went steady and . stopped; 
1- 42% will admit this publicly 
2- 33%·will admit it privately 
3- 6% will not admit it at all 
4- 19% would not answer the question 
Of the group that went steady and continued; 
1- 74% would admit this publicly 
2- 18% would admit this privately 
3- 6% will not admit it at -all 
4- 2% did not answer the question 
Of the group that was not going steady, but started after 
the ban was. promulgated; 
1- 77% will admit it publicly 
2- 15% will admit it privately 
3- 2% will not admit it at all 
4- 6% will not answer the question 
This gives an average of about 86% of the · .groups most . 
involved who would admit their status. This would tend 
to validate the high percentage of 85% of the student 
body who would admit steady dating, in table four. 
According to table five, fifty nine percent of the 
entire student body approved the ban. Analyzing the 
approval -of the same three groups who are the most in-
volved, · in table sixteen we find; 
1- 40% of those who were going steady and stopped, 
approved the ban-
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2- 16% of those who continued to go steady despite 
the ban, approved it-
3- 24% of those who began to go steady after the 
ban, approved it. 
This is consistent with some important principles of 
the psychology of learning, especially in the development 
of attitudes. One function of the .. school is the develop-
ment of certain attitudes and ideals, for the welfare of 
society. This m~ be done by deliberate cultivation, in-
struction in the classroom, and by informative experienc·es 
"Knowledge of right does not insure right conduct."...!/ 
This may account in part for .the fact that twenty four 
percent of the students who ignored the ban, approved it. 
It might have been interesting to learn •hT these people 
went steady, if possible by a personal interview. 
1/Howard L. Kingsley, The Nature and Conditions of 
!:earning, Prentice-Hall Inc., New York, 1946, p:p.444-44&_ 
According to table six, 87% of the parents approved 
the ban. Analyzing the parental approval of the same 
three groups, we find in table seventeen; 
1- Of the group that went steady and stopped, 86% 
of the parents approved the ban-
2~ Of the group that continued to go steady, after 
the ban, 49% of the parents approved the ban-
3- Of the group that began to go steady after the 
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ban, 80% of the parents were in favor of the ban. 
It is certainly obvious that the administration has the 
support of the majority of the parents, and most of the 
students in this social regulation; but it is also true 
that parental approval of this ban by the third group 
did not bring about the acceptance of it. 
According to table nine, 71% of the students would 
be willing to complete an interview with the author, out-
side of school. This figure compares favorably with the 
attitude toward public and private admissions, as indi-
cated in tables three and four. 
Since these teenagers have been so frank about their 
feelings, it may be supposed that they would like a chance 
to express their feelings on the things that concern them 
most, and a followup should be done. The author feels 
certain that such a study would be interesting, enlight-
ening, and mutually beneficial to · students and administra-
tion. 
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According to tables 10 and 11, only three percent of 
the entire student body felt the ban was "worse than ever" 
six months after it had been in force; and only two p'er-
cent of the parents felt that strongly. 
From table 12, we find 58% of the student body who 
would recommend keeping this rule in their own school. 
It might be expected that those who were not abiding by 
the regulation would not recommend it, but analyzing the 
question with reference to the same three groups, we find; 
1- 52% of the ones who went steady and stopped, did 
recommend the rule-
2- 26% of the group that continued to go · ateady, in 
spite of the ban, recommended it be kept. 
3- 30% of those who started after the ban, also 
recommended it be kept in the school. 
According to table 13, 57% of the entire student 
body would recommend this rule for other schools. Table 1 
shows that; 
50% of those who went steady and stopped, would re-
commend this rule for other echools-
28% of those who continued, would recommend it-
16% of those who began after the ban, recommend it. 
Since a little less than half the student body did 
not recommend this rule be kept in their own school, nor 
put in others, the author felt it might be worthwhile to 
include some of the comments- pro and con- as written by 
the students as to why they would or would not recommend 
this ruling. It is hoped that these comments will help 
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the administration achieve even gre,ater success in their 
endeavor; will give the reader a greater insight into the 
teenage viewpoint; and will show the value of allowing the 
teenager to express his own views which are often suppressEd 
in this adult world. 
" I recommend this ban, as it gives us more time to 
concentrate on our studies." 
" I recommend this ban, because it may help prevent 
forced marriages." 
" I recommend this ban, because my marks increased 
when I stopped going steady." 
" I recommend this ban, because teenagers are already 
e:xiposed to too many temptations, without steady dating." 
" I recommend this ban, becausa, it gives us a chance 
to meet more people, and makes school life more social." 
" I do not recommend this ban, because I feel it is 
not the school's place to regulate an outside activity." 
tt I do not recommend this ban, because it is too hard 
for us, when other schools allow steady dating." 
" I do not recommend this ban, because I think when 
people are old enough to enter the service, they are old 
enough to go steady if they want to." 
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" I do not recommend this ban, because it could make 
people sneaky about dating." 
" I do not recommend this ban :for public schools, 
because they have not had our religious training, and they 
might not understand." 
These are the representative comments, :from the boys 
and girls, concerning the ban which was in existence in 
their own school, and had been for six months. 
Out o:f 173 comments, :freely, and candidly given, 
140 students gave reasons for recommending the ban; 33 
gave reasons why they did not recommend the ban. The 
students obviously are anxious to help, or at least let 
those in authority know their :feelings on the matter, and 
it is the opinion o:f the author that a followup study 
would be most bene:ficial. 
In recommending further study, the writer would 
make several suggestions; 
1- revise the questionnaire-
2- do a followup study on the same group of students-
3- interview parents personally, or by a checklist-
4- conduct a similar study in other schools for 
comparison-
The questionnaire needs some revision, as there were 
several items that would have given further insight into 
the gross attitudes i:f they had been asked- such as,-
1- Do you go steady with someone in your school? 
2- Would you stop if he or she would? 
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3- Do you think the ban has improved your scholastic 
status? · 
4- If you stopped going steady, why did you? 
a- fear 
b- parental influence 
c- conformity to school regulation 
d- other influences 
A followup study on the same students, after the ban has 
been in effect for a year or two might provide a more 
valid mechanism for concluding whether or not girls adjust 
better than boys- whether or not the students like social 
legislation- whether or not it takes time for the older 
ones to conform. It might be interesting to note whether 
or not the students feel there has been a cultural change 
in the roles of parents and teachers, and if so, do they 
think it justifies social regulation from the school. 
Similar studies in other schools, for comparison, 
would certainly indicate the effectiveness of this ruling 
imposed on the students of the boys' and girls' high school, 
in a Catholic school. 
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In summari~ng, the results of this investigation may 
be reported more specifically in the following paragraphs. 
1. The Conclusions 
1- More boys went steady than girls. 
2- The highest percentages of steady daters were 
found among the twonupper classes. This is consistent 
1/ 
with the findings made by Samuel H. Lowrie- who found 
that the frequency of dating rises with age. He also 
states that sex and dating status are primary factors 
in determining the frequency of dating. 
3- There was a decided drop in the total percentages 
of students who were dating steady after the b&n had 
been in effect for six months. 
4- According to table fourteen, about 86 percent of 
the groups most involved would be willing to admit their 
dating status. 
5- The administration has the support of the students, 
and the parents, as shown in tqbles five and six. 
6- More than half the student body wou&d recommend 
this rule for their own school, and for others, as indi-
ca~d. in tables twelve and thirteen. 
7- A followup study would be most helpful, and 
interesting. 
l/Samuel H. LOwrie, "Factors Involved in the Frequency of 
Dating," Marriage and Family Living (February 1956) 18:46 
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2. Implications 
After analyzing the data .for specific conclusions, 
the investigator felt there were also some extremely im-
portant implications which warranted a place in the re-
sults of this survey. 
1- It was the impression of the author, after con-
siderable study, that there was reason to assume that a 
well constructed instrument, administered with due regard 
for confidential reply, would give promise of an unusually 
high percentage of accurate data in a followup study, 
based on the frankness of the students which was obvious 
in their voluntary comments at ·~e end of the questionnaire 
2- There was a high correlation between the approval 
of the students and their recommendations as to keeping 
the ban in their own school, or having it in others. 
3- According to table fifteen, if 115 of the 187 
who were dating at the time of the ban, stopped, it 
might be implied that setting up a ban, in a school of 
this type, would bring about an improvement,- assuming 
that non-dating is an improvement. 
4- There might be a correlation between the attitudes 
of the parents and the behavior of the students in 
accepting the ban. According to figure one, it appears 
where there was a high percentage of parents approving the 
ban, there was a comparativ~y high percent of young 
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people who went along with this, except ~or the group 
that began to go steady a~ter the ban was effected. This 
number was so small, in comparison with the total group, 
that it began to lose significance. This would support 
1/ 
the findings o~ William Itkin- who states that if a 
student has a favorable attitude toward his parents, he 
tends to approve of the supervision which his parents 
have employed. If they have negative attitudes towards 
their parents, they tend to disapprove their parents' 
supervision and to judge it as dominant regardless of 
their parents attitude toward control. 
3. Suggested Research 
Although several suggestions have already been 
pointed out as to questionnaire revision and followup, 
the investigator had several questions after the final 
analysis of data, which might be pointed out here in the 
line of suggested research. 
1- What effect has this ban had on the marks of the 
students involved? Since our progr:aa of learning is al-
most universally measured by marks, it might be well to. 
ascertain whether there is a correlation between dating 
and marks. 
2- Continuing along the same vein of thought, it 
1/William Itkin, " Relationships Between Attitudes Toward 
Parents and Parents' Attitudes Toward Children," Journal 
of Genetic Psychology 1955, 86, 339-352 
might also be helpful, or at least interesting to know 
the correlation between dating and I.Q. 
3- Were the students influenced by friends, or a 
peer group? 
4- Were many of the students late daters due to 
religious influences? 
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It was felt during the investigation that many of 
those who were dating steady, would have preferred not 
to but felt it almost necessary in this changing world, 
to satisfy many needs- that of affection, belonging, or 
just being allowed to feel grownup. Could steady dating 
be a cause, or even a solution to juvenile delinquency? 
are the students of today sufficiently disciplined to 
take their place in society? Is this ban one small step 
along the road to self discipline? According to Robert 
1/ 
W. Edgar - "An admirable person is a disciplined person. 
In the final analysis, every social group must have some 
recourse to some form of pressure in order to preserve 
itself. The only punishment available may be exclusion, 
but that at the very least must be present." 
It would seem that the students who are living under 
this imposed ban may be one step closer to a principal ob-
jective in preparation for life; control of self in the 
future which grows out of control of self in the present. 
!/Robert W. Edgar, ''Discipline and Furpose," Teacher's 
Colle e Record 1955, 57, 8-14 
CHA.P.rER V 
SURVEY OF RELATED LITERATURE 
Since this problem is so important, there is a tre-
mendous amount of literature available relative to the 
teenager and his problems. The types of reading are 
quite varied, therefore the author has tried to group 
the sources of interest together according to their 
classifications. 
1. Popular Literature 
This type of literature, while not professional, de-
serves mention in this paper, as it's value stems from 
sound data. Many newspaper articles have been written 
on the subject of going steady- most of which were 
reviewed in Chapter One. 
The U.S. Department of Health and Welfare has given 
special attention to the problems of the teenager. 
The New York City Youth Board has put out several 
monographs on its important project- Operation Teenager. 
There is a book on the market, entitled the " Life 
and Love of a Teenager" by Evelyn Millis Duvall which 
became so popular it has been put into a pocket book 
edition. Youngsters start dating now, at earlier ages 
than ever before. While the numbers socially involved 
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are not astounding, the trend certainly appears to be 
significant. Dr. Duvall has also written a book on "The 
Art of Dating" which is well circulated among the younger 
set. Another book entitled "When Teenagers Start Dating'' 
by Dorothy Barclay, points out that parents would be 
less concerned about early love affairs if they recognized 
the positive values in them. 
2. Professional Literature 
The Journal of Educational Research has several, 
interesting, and related articles, one of which is- "Do 
OUr Schools Prevent or Promote Delinquency?n 
Science Research Associates has put out some very 
interesting pamphlets in their Junior Life Adjustment 
Series- such as "Getting Along With Parents". These are 
written in the langua~e of the teenager, and are quite 
meaningful to him. 
H.H. Remmers, at Purdue University, has polled 
thousands of teenagers to determine their social attitudes 
their problems, and their desires. He began this study 
of teenagers in 194-1. He published a summary and inter-
pretation of the first forty five polls in 1957, in his 
book- " The American Teenager". 
"The Stormy Decade: Adolescence,"is a book on the 
problems of teenagers, written by George J. Mohr and 
Marian Despres in 1958. 
The Senior Scholastic published articles in March 
and April on going steady. 
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Going steady was the topic of a well written article 
in the National Parent Teachers Magazine, in Sept. 1955. 
Factors discussed in the frequency of dating was 
written up in the February issue of Marriage and Family 
Living, in 1956. 
It is a good thing that much literature is devoted to 
this all important topic of dating, for boys and girls 
are attracted to each other, and if this attraction is 
understood and approached from a wholesome point of view, 
it will influence their lives for happier living. This 
attraction leads to a practice called dating, and dating 
is a preparation for choosing a marriage partner. 
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There has been in effect for some time, a ruling which prohibits 
steady dating ( dat:tng one specific person to the exclusion of 
others) with a penalty of l.oss of honors in the school for any 
infraction of this rule. 
Please circle your answers to the . fC!J-lowing questions: 
1-Were you dating steady when this ban was announced? Yes No 
2-Do you go steady now? Yes Now 
3-If yes, would you be willing to admit this publicly? Yes No 
4-If not, would you be willing to a&nit this privately? Yes No 
5-Did you approve of the ban? Yes No 6Did your parents? Yes No 
7-If no, Is your d~pnpp~~val- 8-If no, was their disapproval-
a- It's a terrible thing a- very strong 
b- "I don't like it" b- average 
c- It's not ro bad c- slight 
d- The school had no right d- uncertain 
to say this. 
Please check all appropriate answers. 
9- Would you be willing to complete an interview with me outside of 
school? Yes No 
10- What is your age? 
ll- What grade are you in? 
12- Are you of the Catholic faith? 
13- Has your attitude changed after the Z·n101#)s that this rule has been in effect? 
a- " I think it&s worse than ever" 
b- No change 
c- " I think it may work out 81. 1 right u 
14- Has your parents attitude changed in this time? 
a- They thiruc it's worse than ever. 
b- Where has been no change. 
c- They think it may work out all right. 
15- Would you recommend that this rule be made a permanent 
your school after you have graduate? Yes 
16- Would you recommend this ruling !'or o·ther schools? Yes 
~7- I prefer not to answer t h is Questionnaire. 





ALL INFORMATION ON THIS SHEET IS TO BE TREATED IN THE STRICTEST 
CONFIDENCE, AND IS TO BE USED FOR RESEARCH PURPOSES ONLY ••• 
WHEN YOU tiAVE .l:i' INI!:>HED 'l'HIS, PLEASE 14'0LD I'l', PLACE I'l' IN 'l'H.E 
ENVELOPE PROVIDED AND SEAL IT. PUT MY NAME: H. E. F'RAWLEY ON THE 
FRONT, AND YOUR QiJvN NAME ON 'I'HE BACK,· 
THESE ENVEI;OPES WILL BE OPENED ONLY BY ME, AND AWAY FROM THE SCHOOL • 

